We are happy to share our 2nd summer internship opportunities on Robotics. RobotCraft is
a two months intensive internship and summer-course programme. After the tremendous
success of the first edition, RobotCraft's second edition is coming in the summer of
2017. Last year, we received 65 students coming from all around to World! You can see
photos and videos from last year experience in our webpage, as well as some additional
information: robotcraft.ingeniarius.pt
Ingeniarius, Ltd. is an experienced engineering company located in Coimbra,
Portugal. Ingeniarius aims for research and technological development in the many fields of engineering,
including robotics and automation, as well as all components within human society, namely the quality
of life, sports and health.
Ingeniarius provides internship mobility and a unique summer course, as an innovative and hands-on
collective internship in robotics, with or without Erasmus+ Internship mobility. For only 275€, the
students attending this 2-months program will have the opportunity to work on robotics, focusing on
several state-of-the-art approaches and technologies. The summer course, entitled as the 2nd
Robotics Craftsmanship International Academy (RobotCraft 2017), will provide a general
overview of the science and art behind robotics, teaching the basis around the Arduino programming
and the ROS framework. Students will learn how to design, build and program their robots throughout
multiple crafts, carefully prepared to provide a wide range of skills and knowledge in the topic.
Ingeniarius assembled a team, under the RobotCraft brand, to help students in finding a place to stay
and also assisting them in the visa process. If students face any problems before, during, or after the
internship program, they can contact the RobotCraft team.
We also provide discount with sponsorship agreement with ESN Trabzon, University of Coimbra
students, and students with ESN Card, which can all enroll for only 200 €.
We kindly ask you to send this e-mail to the relevant departments and students. Thank you for your
interest!
For more information, please check our webpage: robotcraft.ingeniarius.pt
And you can also check our facebook page: facebook.com/robotcraft.ingeniarius.pt/
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